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Abstract
Deep neural networks have achieved great success both in computer vision and natural language processing tasks.
However, mostly state-of-art methods highly rely on external training or computing to improve the performance. To
alleviate the external reliance, we proposed a gradient enhancement approach, conducted by the short circuit neural
connections, to improve the gradient learning of deep neural networks. The proposed short circuit is a unidirectional
connection that single back propagates the sensitive from the deep layer to the shallows. Moreover, the short circuit
formulates to be a gradient truncation of its crossing layers which can plug into the backbone deep neural networks
without introducing external training parameters. Extensive experiments demonstrate deep neural networks with our
short circuit gain a large margin over the baselines on both computer vision and natural language processing tasks.
Keywords: Short Circuit Neural Network, Gradient Enhancement, Natural Language Processing.
1. Introduction
Nowadays, more and more research works focus on
promoting deep neural networks’ performance in var-
ious aspects. From the tendency of research commu-
nity, it can be categorised to: 1)transfer learning, which
learns a generous representation from the large source
data and transfers the learned feature to a low resource
target domain (i.e. BiT [1], BERT [2]); 2)neural net-
works architecture searching(NAS), which searches the
most efficient architecture for various downstream tasks
(i.e. EfficientNet [3]); 3)noise learning, which em-
ploys the noise boosting the neural network generality
(i.e. FreeLB [4], Noisy Student Learning [5]). How-
ever, transfer learning-based methods always need large
source data for pre-training. Moreover, NAS-based
methods take a huge computation cost to search a high
optimal network architecture on the specialized task.
Furthermore, noise learning approaches need external
training costs for noise learning. All the above men-
tioned successful works high relay on external data or
computation resources.
Besides, the shortcut connections [6] become a com-
mon component in most neural networks, which em-
ployed the residual shortcut to alleviating the gradient
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problem in their deep model training [3, 2]. To fur-
ther explore the shortcut, DenseNet [7] adds the short-
cut connection to every layer of its dense blob. Nev-
ertheless, the shortcuts raise a limited promotion with
a high computation and memory cost, which strongly
limits it to construct deeper neural networks and ap-
ply to wider applications. Therefore, most state-of-the-
art methods still trend to build their models based on
the residual shortcut, i.e., EfficientNet, Noisy Student
Learning, BERT, etc. However, Veit shows the residual
neural networks do not really solve the gradient problem
in deep models that it only shortens the depth of deep
model by the residual shortcut connections [8]. Further-
more, the ResNet only conducts shortcuts for inner-blob
without crossing-blob, which makes the gradient learn-
ing problem still exists in deep models.
As we know, the performance of deep neural net-
works is closely related to the gradient training effi-
ciency, which conducts by continuous chain-rule multi-
plicative operations [9, 10]. The efficient gradient learn-
ing is a consistent purchase in neural networks com-
munity. So various insightful technologies first spring
out in feedforward neural networks(FNN) to boost the
gradient learning, such as, weight initialization [9, 11],
rectifier activation [12–14], batch normalization [15],
shortcut connections [6, 7, 16], improved gradient learn-
ing [17, 18] and gated neural networks [19], etc. More-
over, most of those technologies have been introduced
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to recurrent neural networks(RNN) to associate the
learning processing. Besides, RNN developed the
specifically gradient truncation approach to improve its
gradient learning [20], which is popular used in long-
short term memory(LSTM) networks [21] and gated
neural networks [22]. In contrast, as far as we know,
the gradient truncation of RNN is few applied to FNN.
This paper proposed a gradient enhance method, in-
corporated short circuit into deep neural networks, to
enhance the gradient learning of backbone neural net-
works. The deep neural networks with SC are called
short circuit neural networks(SCNet) in our paper, i.e.,
the backbone ResNet with SC is termed SCResNet, as
well as BERT with SC is termed SCBERT. The key of
SCNet is the unidirectional short circuit, which passes
through the sensitive of the rear layer to the frontier lay-
ers to enhance gradient learning processing. Here, our
short circuit is different from existing shortcut connec-
tions. Firstly, the short circuit is a plug-in paradigm for
deep neural networks, which conducts improving gra-
dient learning by adding a truncated gradient instead of
introducing big external data or computation cost (i.e.,
pretraining cost in transfer learning, computation cost
in noise learning and network architecture searching).
Secondly, the short circuit is a unidirectional connection
which propagates sensitive crosses over layers or blobs.
Thirdly, our short circuit introduces the RNN gradient
truncation into FNN gradient learning processing. The
main contributions of our work as follows:
1. We proposed a short circuit connection, a unidi-
rectional neural connection, to enhance gradient
learning in deep neural networks.
2. Short circuit introduces the gradient truncation of
recurrent neural networks into feedforward neural
networks without introducing external training pa-
rameters.
3. Short circuit is a plug-in shortcut to deep neural
networks. Experiments demonstrate the superior-
ity of short circuit neural networks on both com-
puter vision and natural language processing tasks.
Before elaborating our short circuit neural network,
we summarize some used notations in Table 1:
2. Related Works
2.1. Shortcut Connections
Shortcut connection [6] is popular to deep model con-
struction, which connects different layers by a shortcut
connection. This manner associates the neural network
to learn multiple-level features and improves model per-
formance [23, 24]. It as well as releases the gradient
Table 1: Some used notations
Notation Definition
x a scalar input, X is vector of x
y a scalar output, Y is vector of y
w neural network weight , W is vector of w
al the activation of layer l
zl the weighted sum of layer l
l the index of neural network layer
δl the sensitive of layer l
f the transfer function
g the gate function
L the last layer of neural network
D the label or groundTruth of data
J the cost function of neural network
vanishing in a deep model, extends the network to a
deeper level [19, 25]. Specifically, there has a variety
of shortcut connections:
ResNet. Shortcut in ResNet [6] is conducted by an
identity mapping of inputs (al, where a0 = X) follow-
ing by Equation 1. In the feedforward computation,
ResNet solves the nonlinear activation function’s satu-
ration problem by enforcing f (W lal) mapping to a none-
easy-saturation zone that near to zero. In the backpropa-
gation computation, the residual connection back prop-
agates gradient in a shortcut that reduces the potential
gradient issue alone long-distance propagation. How-
ever, the residual shortcut only exists inside of residual
blobs.
al+1 = f l(W lal) + al (1)
HighwayNet. Highway neural network [19] conducts
shortcut by introducing the gate function(g) which gates
its inputs(Equation 2). In specific, the gate function g is
the shortcut that controls the pass-through of nonlinear
activation f (W fX) and vanilla input X. However, the
gate of HighwayNet is a data-driven function (g(WgX))
with a learnable parameter(Wg), which increases the
training cost.
Y l+1 = f (W fX)g(WgX) + [1 − g(WgX)]X (2)
DenseNet. The shortcuts in DenseNet [7] connect lay-
ers to each other in one dense blob. Equation 3 shows
the l + 1 layer in DenseNet links to all frontier layers
(from i to l layers). All the lower-level features are
synthesized to the higher-level layer, which greatly im-
proves the performance of DenseNet. Nevertheless, the
quantity shortcut meanwhile leads to a high computa-
tion cost, which hinders the dense shortcut apply to
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more deep models.
Y l+1 = f l( f i, f i+1, ... f l−1,W i,W i+1, ...W l−1, X)
=
l+1∑
l=1
l∏
j=i
f j(W jY j)),
(3)
From the above shortcut statements, deep models
mostly conduct shortcuts by employing a neural con-
nection that conducts the training process with feed-
forward and backpropagate computation. This bidirec-
tional neural connection performs inside of their blobs.
Moreover, all shortcuts are fixed in the model construc-
tion, even the performance of the gate function directly
relates to the on-the-fly input data. So, our unidirec-
tional short circuit is a plug-in connection to the deep
neural networks without introducing external trainable
parameters.
2.2. Gradient Truncation of Recurrent Neural Network
The shortcut has been successfully applied to feed-
forward neural networks. However, the recurrent
neural network differs from FNN, which is a dy-
namic system [26] sharing the same weight W in time
states(S )(Equation 4). This specialty limits the applica-
tion of shortcuts in RNN. So, the RNN proposes gra-
dient truncation to reduce the gradient problem in their
long sequential patterns learning tasks.
net(t) = WS (t − 1) + X(t − 1)
S (t) = S (t − 1) + f (net(t))
Y(t) = S (t),
(4)
Equation 4 shows RNN shares the same weights at
different time states. Same to FNN, the gradient com-
putation of RNN also follows the backpropagate chain-
rule. To illustrate the gradient problem of RNN, we de-
note ∂P(t) = ∂S (t)
∂W (Equation 5). So go with time decay-
ing, the RNN gradient easy tends to explore or vanish on
the brittle condition(W f ′(net(t − i))! = 0). Here we list
the typical gradient truncation approaches are to solve
this gradient problem:
∂P(t)
∂P(t − τ) =
τ∏
i=1
(1 + W f ′(net(t − i))), (5)
BPTT. Back propagate through time(BPTT) is a
gradient-based training method that converts the long
term gradient computation of RNN into a gradient com-
putation of fix-length FNN [20]. In other words, the
RNN unfolds into a fix-length feedforward neural net-
work. Specifically, an RNN unroll to a k layers FNN
and k-steps compute the loss function. The sequen-
tial input Xt, t ∈ [1, 2, ..,T ] is also split into small
segments((x1, x2, ..., xk), (xk+1, xk+2), ..., where k < T )
by the fix-length(k). In this manner, the RNN gradient
is truncated to k steps. This gradient truncation opera-
tion speeds up the training efficiency of RNN. However,
the fix-length unfolding manner limited BPTT to learn
long-term patterns.
LSTM. Long-Short Term Memory(LSTM) extends the
short-term memory of BPTT to long-term memory with
the gate mechanism of gradient truncation [21]. Differ-
ent from BPTT, LSTM cell contains input gate, mem-
ory gate, and output gate. All the gradient truncation
conducts on the three types gate that truncates the gra-
dient propagate from other LSTM cells’(Equation 6).
This gradient truncation manner helps the LSTM gra-
dient flow constantly through long time steps without
scaling.
∂net(t)
∂S (t − 1)
tr≈ 0, (6)
GRU. Gated Recurrent Unit(GRU) is a simplification
of LSTM without output gate [22] which has a lot of
variants [27]. This simplified architecture gives GRU
fewer parameters and helps it fit well on certain small
datasets [28]. But to the large-scale machine transla-
tion task, LSTM cells still consistently outperformed
the GRU cells in deep models [29].
Gradient truncation greatly reduces RNN gradient
problem and helps RNN learning long-term patterns.
Moreover, shortcut connection improves FNN gradient
learning and greatly extends the depth of FNN. Short-
cut connection and gradient truncation promote the gra-
dient learning from different aspects in deep neural net-
works. In this paper, we proposed the short circuit to
enhance the gradient learning of deep neural networks,
which introduces the RNN gradient truncation into the
FNN shortcut.
3. Short Circuit Neural Network
Short circuit neural network(SCNet) is a neural net-
work with the connections of short circuit. Figure 1
shows an overview of SCNet. Comparing the computa-
tion to FNN, the difference of SCNet is the short circuit
in green flows. In this section, we will first introduce
the short circuit and its computation process. Then pro-
vides an algorithm that describes how to plug the short
circuit to deep neural networks. The last is the typical
applications of SCNet on specific tasks.
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Figure 1: Overview of Short Circuit Neural Network. The blue flow denotes the feedforward computation, the orange flow denotes the backprop-
agation computation, and the green flow denotes the short circuit connection. This architecture illustrates the short circuit directly propagates the
gradient from the third layer to the first layer.
3.1. Short Circuit
The motivation of short circuit is to enhance the gra-
dient in training process of deep neural network. To
reducing the gradient decay in deep model, short circuit
truncates the original long distance propagation route
directly to the low levels. Thereby, the short circuit
is a unidirectional neural connection instead of previ-
ous bi-directional shortcuts (feedforward and backprop-
agate computation). Here, the detailed computation of
SCNet is elaborated as follows.
Equation 7 and Equation 8 show the feedforward
computation of SCNet that is the same as vanilla feed-
forward neural networks. Specifically, the short circuit
of SCNet is a one-way neural connection in backprop-
agation, so there has no feedforward computation in
Equation 8:
Zl+1 = W lal (7)
Y l+1 = f (Zl+1), (8)
As well as in the backpropagate computation, the cost
function (J) and last layer’s sensitive (δL) of SCNet is
defined as:
J =
1
2
(D − Y)2 (9)
δL =
∂J
∂ZL
, (10)
Following the backpropagate algorithm, the sensitive
is defined in Equation 11,
δl = f ′(Zl) · δl+1W lT , (11)
In vanilla FNN, the gradient of l layer is computed by
the backpropagate algorithm(Equation 12) which only
receive the gradient from connected l + 1 layer. How-
ever, in SCNet(Equation 13), the neurons in l layer re-
ceive gradient both from l + 1 layer (δl+1wlalT ) and
short circuit (δscwlalT ). Note, the neural connection
actually propagates the sensitive instead of the gra-
dient following the chain-rule of backpropagate algo-
rithm(Equation 11), then computes the finial gradi-
ent(Equation 12 or Equation 13).
∂J
∂W l
= δl+1al
T
(12)
∂J
∂W l
= (δl+1 + δsc)al
T
, (13)
In the last step, SCNet updates the computed gradient
∂J
∂W to weightsW, as follow,
W := W +
∂J
∂W
, (14)
Except for the gradient computation of short cir-
cuit layer in Equation 1, all the feedforward and back-
propagate computations are the same as the traditional
feedforward neural network. Generally, neural net-
work training is a gradient optimization process of the
cost function. In this training process, all the layer
receives the sensitive of cost function by the chain-
rule(Equation 11), then compute the gradient and update
it to the weights. Typically, our short circuit connection
propagates the truncated sensitive(Equation 13). More-
over, the short circuit conducts the gradient enforcement
manner and relieves the long-distance gradient decay
in the deep model. In this section, we introduced the
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training of SCNet. Next, we will introduce more details
about gradient truncation in SCNet.
3.2. Gradient Truncation of SCNet
In this section, we first formulate the gradient prob-
lem in feedforward neural networks [21], then provides
our gradient truncation solution to this gradient prob-
lem. Our short circuit gradient truncation motive by the
gradient truncation of RNN to alleviate gradient prob-
lem in FNN. Different from RNN, the FNN weights are
different in each layers, which can be formulated as a
function of functions from input X to output YL (Equa-
tion 15):
YL = f 1(W1, f 2(W2, ... f L(WL, X))), (15)
In the gradient computation, each layer’s gradient is
computed by the derivation of cost function J corre-
sponding to weight W l:
∂J
∂W l
=
∂ 12 (D − YL)2
∂W l
, (16)
Following the chain-rule of backpropagate algorithm,
the Equation 16 can extends to,
∂J
∂W l
= (D − YL)
L∏
l+1
Y l · f ′l(WlY l), (17)
From the Equation 17, we observe the gradient scale
is directly influenced by the term al · f ′l(Wlal) with depth
growing, where,
∂J
∂W l
=
∞ i f al · f ′l(wlal) > 10 i f al · f ′l(wlal) < 1, (18)
The gradient vanish and exploration problem is raised
by the uncertain term (al · f ′l(Wlal)), which computed
by the chain-rule extension (Equation 19).
∂J
∂wl
=
∂J
zL
zL
∂wl
=
∂J
∂ZL
∂ZL
∂ZL−1
ZL−1
ZL−2
· · · Z
l+1
Zl
∂Zl
∂W l
, (19)
To relieve the gradient problem in deep model, SC-
Net truncate the chain-rule computation to be a constant
value(Equation 20) from L− (m+ 1) layer to layer l = n
layer. In this manner, the short circuit connection di-
rectly propagate the sensitive (δsc from rear layer back
to the front layer(Equation 11).
L−m−1∏
l=n
∂Zl+1
∂Zl
tr≈ 1. (20)
SCNet truncates the internal computation of chain-
rule to constant one that constrained the gradient scal-
ing in deep neural networks. Moreover, the short cir-
cuit connection directly propagates the sensitive cross
multiple layers and conducts a deep model gradient en-
hancement. Typically, SCNet has two differences from
the gradient truncation of RNN. Firstly, the RNN gradi-
ent truncation truncates the gradient of outside-cell to be
zero, but our SCNet truncates chain-rule internal com-
putation to be one. The other difference reflects on the
connections where the connection of RNN is a bidirec-
tional link with feedforward and backpropagate compu-
tation. In contrast, our short circuit is a unidirectional
connection without feedforward computation.
3.3. Algorithm of SCNet
There are two precondition for the short circuits: 1).
the front layer (li, i ∈ N+) and rear layer(lsc) in short
circuit connection must have the same neurons; 2). the
index of rear layer should larger than the index of front
layer ( i < sc).
Algorithm 1 shows the algorithm of SCNet that con-
sists of the feedforward and backpropagation parts. The
lsc denotes the rear layer. K denotes the gap of skipping
layers between the rear layer and front layers. From the
algorithm, we observe the short circuit has no compu-
tation in the feedforward computation and only exist in
the backpropagate computation. The single SC gradient
is added only by predefined k layers. Our algorithm il-
lustrates the process of SCNet, which can also extend to
multiple versions, such as the specific SC rear layer can
extend to multiple versions, and different strategies can
introduce to SC building. Following the two precondi-
tions, short circuit connections can generalize to diverse
variants on different backbone models and downstream
tasks.
3.4. Application of SCNet
Short circuit neural networks focus on gradient-based
enhancement by incorporating short circuit connections
into backbone neural networks. Mostly, those backbone
neural networks are the leading approaches for different
tasks. So, SCNet stands the shoulder of those backbone
methods and enhances gradient learning of those back-
bones by adding short circuit connections.
ResNet is a popular neural architecture in com-
puter vision tasks. Thereby, we apply the short cir-
cuit to ResNet, which is termed SCResNet in this pa-
per. Figure 2 illustrates a comparison between backbone
ResNet and SCResNet. Short circuit connection does
not change the network architecture of the backbone.
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Figure 2: ResNet and SCResNet Comparison.
Algorithm 1: Algorithm of SCNet
Input: (X,Y) : training data;
lsc : rear layer of SC;
k : skipping layers of SC.
Result: SCNet.
Initialize backbone weights W l;
for i = 1:Epochs do
for Sample (x, y) from (X,Y) do
Feedforward Computation;
for l=1:L do
Zl+1 = W lal;
al+1 = f l+1(Zl+1);
end
Backpropagate Computation;
for l=L:1 do
if l==L then
δL = f ′L(ZL) · (Y − aL) ;
else
δl = f ′l(Zl) · δl+1W lT ;
end
if mod(l, k) == 0 and l < sc then
∂J
∂W l = (δ
l+1 + δsc)alT ;
else
∂J
∂W l = δ
l+1alT ;
end
end
W =: W + ∂JW ;
end
end
The only difference is our SCResNet has the external
back direction link, which propagates the sensitive from
the rear layer to the front layers. Moreover, this exter-
nal shortcut enhances gradient learning with a low cost
(Equation 11 than other popular approaches( i.e. adver-
sarial training, NAS [30, 31]).
As well as SCResNet, we also apply the short circuit
connection to BERT. BERT is consists of transformer
encoder blob, which is fully connected network with
residual shortcuts.Figure 3 illustrates the network struc-
ture of vanilla BERT and SCBERT. The short circuit
connection extends the in-blob shortcut to crossing-blob
shortcut that propagates the sensitive cross BERT en-
coder blobs in SCBERT.
4. Experiments
In this section, we first briefly introduce the datasets
in our experiments, then apply the short circuit to dif-
ferent backbones: ResNet, BERT, and Roberta to be
SCResNet, SCBERT, and SCRoberta. At last, evaluate
the performance of those short circuit neural networks
on different tasks.
4.1. Dataset
For the computer vision task, we mainly evaluate our
SCResNet on the CIFAR10 that is a subset of tiny im-
ages dataset [32]. The CIFAR10 dataset consists of
60, 000 color images with the resolution of 32 × 32 × 3.
The test dataset has 10, 000 images for ten classes. We
also introduced the MNIST dataset [33] in the discus-
sion section. MNIST contains 10 classes gray handwrit-
ing digit images. Each category has 6000 images with a
fixed resolution of 28 × 28. The rest 10, 000 images are
used for the test dataset.
For the natural language processing task, we evalu-
ate our SCBERT and SCRoberta on the multiple choice
6
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Figure 3: BERT and SCBERT Comparison.
reading comprehension question answering (MCQA)
datasets: DREAM and SemEval-2018. Different from
the computer vision dataset, the MCQA sample consists
of context, question, and candidate choices. Specifi-
cally, DREAM’s context type is the dialogue with 6444
training samples, and each question has four candidate
choices. While the context type of SemEval-2018 is nar-
rative text with 2119 samples, and each question has two
candidate choices.
4.2. Performance on CIFAR10
Following the Algorithm 1, we first applied the short
circuit connection to the backbone of ResNet-V1 [6].
The reason we choice ResNet-V1 is that its performance
get declined in the deep model. Figure 2 shows the ar-
chitecture of SCResNet with the unidirectional SC con-
nections. SC propagate the sensitive(green flows) of
rear layer to the front layers, then calculate the truncated
gradient of short circuit. To evaluate the performance of
SCResNet, we test the performance of SCResNet on the
CIFAR10 dataset.
Names ResNet SCResNet
Layer-20 91.25 91.81
Layer-32 92.49 92.94
Layer-44 92.83 93.29
Layer-56 93.03 93.81
Layer-110 93.39 94.13
Layer-1202 92.07 94.46
Table 2: Comparison of ResNet and SCResNet on CIFAR10.
The results of SCResNet and ResNet is summarized
in Table 2. From the results, we observe the perfor-
mance of baseline ResNet improves with the model
depth increasing. However, once the depth excesses 1K
layers, the increasing performance gets a sharp decline,
which almost back to ResNet56. One possible reason is
the gradient learning decline in the deep sub-residual
block(about 300 layers). In contrast, our SCResNet
keeps a consistent promoting with dept increasing from
layer-20 to layer-1202. Short circuit associate SCRes-
Net got better performance in all different depths. To the
deepest layer-1202 model, the short circuit even boosts
2.4% performance than the baseline ResNet.
4.3. Performance on DREAM
For the natural language processing task, we employ
the popular language models BERT and Roberta as the
backbones for the multiple choice question answering
task. Following the Algorithm 1, short circuit plugs
into backbone BERT to be the SCBERT, as well as the
stronger baseline Roberta to be the SCRoberta. The
short circuit skipping gap is set k = 4, the rest exper-
iments setting follows [2].
Names Models Dev Test
SAR [34] - 40.2 39.8
GAR [35] - 40.5 41.3
Co-Matching [36] - 45.6 45.5
FTLM [37] - 55.9 55.5
XLNet [38] Large - 72.0
BERT [39] Base 63.2 63.2
BERT [39] Large 66.0 66.8
Roberta [40] Large 85.4 85.0
SCBERT Base 63.3 63.3
Large 66.6 67.6
SCRoberta Large 87.5 86.3
Table 3: Performance on Dream.
Table 3 reports the comparison of our SCNets to other
SOTA baselines. From the numbers, we observe the
performance of our SCRoberta outperform a large mar-
gin than the none-SCNet baselines(i.e., XLNet, BERT,
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Roberta) and none-pretrained methods(i.e. FTLM, Co-
Matching). Typically, the large-size models get more
improvements than the base-size model. In other words,
the short circuit is more fit for the deep models. One
straightforward reason is that the larger ones get more
short circuit connections (Algorithm1) and strong capa-
bility than the base one.
4.4. Performance on SemEval-2018
We further evaluate the effective of short circuit
on SemEval-2018 where the answer candidates less
than that of DREAM. Experiments setting as well as
DREAM, except the downstream classifier need to fit
the two candidate choices in SemEval-2018.
Names Models Dev Test
MITRE [41] - 85.1 82.3
ConceptNet [42] - 85.3 83.9
GPT [43] Base 84.1 88.0
GPT [43] Large - 88.6
GPT [43] Large+ - 89.5
BERT [44] Base - 87.53
BERT [45] Large - 88.7
Roberta [46] Large 93.76 94.0
SCBERT Base 88.0 88.1
Large 88.9 89.2
SCRoberta Large 94.8 94.7
Table 4: Performance on SemEval-2018, where ‘∗’ denotes a large-
size GPT with strategies.
The results of SemEval-2018 are summarized in Ta-
ble 4. From the results, we can first observe that the
short circuit connection also promote the performance
of backbone models. Due to the original high per-
formance of baselines, the promotion of SCBERT and
SCRoberta is less that on DREAM. Moreover, the large-
size model also gains more in their performance than the
base-size model.
5. Discussions
In this section, we further explore more about short
circuit on training efficiency, gradient comparison, and
parameter sensitive. Due to BERT and Robert’s high
computation cost, we mainly focus the discussion on
ResNet and SCResNet.
5.1. Efficiency of SCNet
Figure 4 shows the loss convergence comparison be-
tween SCResNet and ResNet on layer-20 and layer-56.
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Figure 4: Training Comparison on CIFAR10.
From the comparison we observe that the residual net-
works with the short circuits get a better convergence
than the baseline models. SCResNet with the short cir-
cuit get a consistent fast convergence than ResNet on
the training loss. Thereby, SCResNet got a good perfor-
mance on the gradient-base learning(Table 2).
5.2. Gradient Analysis
Except for the neural network loss, the gradient is
another signification signal for neural network learn-
ing. So, we explore the internal gradient changes in
the short circuit neural networks. To better illustrate the
gradient problem in the deep neural network, we em-
ploy a fully connected neural network to illustrate how
our short circuit enhances gradient learning. Then, a de-
tailed gradient comparison is discussed between ResNet
and SCResNet on different depths and training periods.
5.2.1. Gradient Analysis on Fully Connected Neural
Network
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Figure 5: Mean Gradient Comparison on MNIST. The mean gradient
denotes the mean of the neurons’ gradient in a certain layer.
To illustrate the typical gradient problems in deep
neural networks, we configure five layers fully con-
nected neural network(FCN). And the activation func-
tion is set to Sigmoid function, which typically presents
the gradient problems with layer increasing. For the
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Figure 6: The Mean Gradient Comparison of ResNet and SCResNet. The X-axis is the layer index, the Y-axis is the mean gradient of different
layer, and each sub-figure contains three residual blobs. Figure 6a - Figure 6c is the mean gradient comparison of ResNet20 and SCResNet20 in
different training period, as well as Figure 6d - Figure 6f is the comparison of ResNet56 and SCResNet56. Taking Figure 6c as an example, ‘Epoch
1-100’ denotes the mean value of gradient in different layers from epoch 1 to epoch 200.
comparison, the short circuit is added from the fourth
layer to the second layer, which is the short circuit fully
connected network(SCFCN).
The mean gradient comparison of FCN and SCFCN
is plotted in Figure 5. From the mean gradient curves,
we observe the gradient decline sharply alone backprop-
agation flow that the mean gradient value scaled from
1e − 2 down to 1e − 4 in only five FCN layers. In con-
trast, the short circuit connection in SCFCN greatly en-
hanced the gradient on the second layer from the fourth
layer in a manner of gradient truncation.
5.2.2. Gradient Analysis on ResNet
We further analyze the training gradient transforma-
tion of ResNet and SCResNet on different layers. As
well as the previous FCN setting, ResNet and SCRes-
Net also employed the mean gradient in their gradient
analyzation. While the difference is the residual net-
works have more complex network architectures and
layers than the FCN.
Figure6a - Firgure6c are the mean gradient compari-
son between ResNet and SCResNet on depth 20. Most
mean gradient values are positive in the first training
epoch on both ResNet and SCResNet (Figure6a). And
the second and fourth layer gradient on the first blob are
enhanced by short circuit connections in SCResNet20.
Till to the training epoch 100 (Figure6b), the gradient
in first and second blobs are significant enhanced by the
short circuit connections. With the training processing
to epoch 200 (Figure6c), more and more layers are dom-
inated by the negative gradient that most mean gradient
becomes to negatives. In contrast to the positive values
in Figure6b, the enhanced layers still keeps a large mean
gradient response.
With the model depth goes to deeper, the mean gra-
dient in ResNet56 and SCResNet56 (Figure6d - Fig-
ure6f) become more complex than the ones at 20 lay-
ers(Figure6a - Figure6c). In the first epoch (Figure6d),
we observe only the first blob exists large difference
on their mean gradient. Until the training middle stage
(Figure6e), the significant gradient difference still only
reflect on the specific short circuit connection layers.
As well as Figure6c, Figure6f shows the whole train-
ing process of ResNet56 and SCResNet56 are updated
by the negative gradient.
5.3. Different Short Circuit Connections
We explored the relationship between short circuit
connections and the performance on different backbone
models. From the results of Figure 7, we learn mul-
tiple short circuit connections do not always get bet-
ter performance. For example, the multiple SC con-
nections of SCResNet32 almost got no improvement.
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Figure 7: Different Connections of Short Circuit.
Furthermore, the performance of SCResNet20 even de-
clines after plugged multiple SC connections. However,
the results got to converse on the deep models. Mul-
tiple SC connections benefit more to the performance
of deep models than the single SC connection. With
the depth increases, the results show the performance
boosts more. The multiple SC connections might en-
hance the gradient in a deep model while increasing the
learning complexity in the shallow models.
5.4. Parameter Sensitive
This section conducts sensitive experiments on short
circuit connection: short circuit weight and training
batch size. Gradient decay is a common problem in
deep models, and two ends of short circuit connections
always have different scales in gradient learning (see
Section 5.2.1). To investigate the scale effect for short
circuit, we set the short circuit weight to be an adap-
tor for the different gradient scales in the short circuit
shortcut. Meanwhile, the batch size is an impact factor
for the batch normalization, which becomes a common
component in deep models. In this section, we also ex-
plore the effects of batch size in short circuit neural net-
works.
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Figure 8: Different Weights of Short Circuit Connections.
Short Circuit Weights. It denotes the weight of SC con-
nections, which is an adaptor of truncated sensitive from
the rear layer to the front layers. The experiment re-
sults are summarized in Figure 8. We observe that all
the short circuit model performs well with SC weight
0.2. If the weight increase to 0.5, the performance de-
cline more than the weight of 0.1. This might cause
by the gradient exist significant scale differences in two
ends of short circuit connections. A higher weight (0.5)
increases more fluctuation in gradient updates, leading
to performance decline. So, the weight of short circuit
connection default set to 0.2 in our experiments.
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Figure 9: Different Batch Size of Short Circuit Connections.
Batch Size. It is also a sensitive hyperparameter in
gradient-based training tasks. Figure 9 shows the batch
size 32 outperform others in most settings. With the
batch size rising, the performance of short circuit mod-
els declines. The reason here we though is the update
times also decrease in the same training epochs. Mean-
while, too small batch size also increases the gradient
fluctuation training. So, the batch size sets 32 in our
SCResNet experiments. While, for the limitation of our
GPU memory in BERT/Roberta experiments, we de-
fault set the batch size of 2 in multiple choice question
answering tasks.
6. Conclusion
In this work, we propose a novel method named short
circuit to enhance the gradient learning in deep neu-
ral networks. Our short circuit introduced the gradient
truncation of RNN into the shortcut of FNN which sig-
nificant promote the gradient learning of the backbone
feedforward neural networks. The experiments demon-
strate the superiority of our method over the baselines
on computer vision and natural language tasks. In the
future, we plan to further apply our method to the larger
datasets.
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